Stack Overflow is a popular Community-based Question Answer (CQA) website focused on software programming and has attracted more and more users in recent years. However, duplicate questions frequently appear in Stack Overflow and they are manually marked by the users with high reputation. Automatic duplicate question detection alleviates labor and effort for users with high reputation. Although existing approaches extract textual features to automatically detect duplicate questions, these approaches are limited since semantic information could be lost. To tackle this problem, we explore the use of powerful deep learning techniques, including Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. In addition, we use Word2Vec to obtain the vector representations of words. They can fully capture semantic information at document-level and word-level respectively. Therefore, we construct three deep learning approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM, which are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM, to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Evaluation results show that WV-CNN and WV-LSTM have made significant improvements over four baseline approaches (i.e., DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T, and DupeRep) and three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN, and DQ-LSTM) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. Furthermore, the experimental results indicate that our approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM outperform four machine learning approaches based on Support Vector Machine, Logic Regression, Random Forest and eXtreme Gradient Boosting in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are some Community-based Question Answering (CQA) websites that are becoming increasingly popular, such as Quora, 1 Yahoo! Answers, 2 and Stack Overflow. 3 Stack Overflow is a CQA website about software programming. Each user can freely post questions in Stack Overflow. As of October 2019, Stack Overflow had more than 18 million questions. Although the posting ethics were guided in detail, the quality of many posted questions is poor [1] . Even if the users are reminded to search for a forum before posting a new
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Asif . question, there are numerous duplicate questions which were previously posted and answered in Stack Overflow. To reduce the number of duplicate questions, users with high reputation in Stack Overflow manually mark the duplicate questions, resulting in users spending a lot of time and effort. What's more, a large number of duplicate questions are still not detected for a long time. Ahasanuzzaman et al. reported that more than 65% of duplicate questions took at least one day to be closed, and a large part of duplicate questions are closed after one year [2] . Therefore, an automatic duplicate question detection approach is required to automatically detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow.
Some automatic duplicate question detection approaches on Stack Overflow website have been studied in previous works. Zhang et al. proposed a DupPredictor approach to automatically detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, which took into account the similarity features of topics, titles, descriptions, and tags of each question pair [3] . Ahasanuzzaman et al. proposed a Dupe approach by considering five features to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow [2] . These five features contain cosine similarity value, term overlap, entity overlap, entity type overlap, and wordNet similarity features respectively. Silva et al. built two reproduction approaches DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep based on DupPredictor [3] and Dupe [2] to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow [4] . Although these existing approaches have solved the problem of automatically detecting duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, they are limited since semantic information could be lost.
Currently, traditional machine learning techniques and deep learning techniques have been widely applied in the natural language processing tasks, such as text classification [5] and sentiment analysis [6] . The traditional machine learning approaches sometimes performed better than deep learning approaches. However, deep learning has also been used to solve some software engineering tasks, such as code clone detection [7] , bug reports detection [8] , predicting semantically linkable knowledge [9] and software defect prediction [10] . They have been proven to be effective for some software engineering tasks [11] . In our previous work [12] , we use traditional machine learning techniques and deep learning techniques to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. We found that deep learning approaches are more effective than traditional machine learning approaches in the duplicate question detection tasks and they can fully capture the document-level semantics.
Furthermore, Word2Vec is widely used to obtain the vector representations of words in text classification and it can fully capture the semantic information at wordlevel [13] , [14] . Therefore, we use deep learning approaches and Word2Vec to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow. They can fully capture the semantic information at document-level and word-level respectively. In this paper, we construct three different deep learning approaches based on three different deep learning models and Word2Vec to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Three different deep learning models are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [15] , Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [16] , and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [17] . Our three approaches are a WV-CNN approach based on Word2Vec and CNN, a WV-RNN approach based on Word2Vec and RNN, and a WV-LSTM approach based on Word2Vec and LSTM, respectively. They are used to predict whether a pair of questions is duplicate (positive) and nonduplicate (negative).
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM), 134,246 nonmaster questions and 88,476 master questions in Stack Overflow are collected. Then, the questions of six different question groups that are tagged with Java, Html, Python, C++, Ruby and Objective-C are extracted from these questions as our experimental datasets.
The main contributions of this paper are following (the new contributions that extend our previous works [12] are highlighted in bold font):
• In our previous work [12] , three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN, and DQ-LSTM) are explored based on CNN, RNN and LSTM to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow. To further capture the semantic information at word-level, Word2Vec is used to learn word embedding. We construct three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow.
• Four different machine learning approaches (i.e., Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18] , Logic Regression (LR) [19] , Random Forest (RF) [20] , and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost) [21] ) are used to detect duplicate questions in our previous work [12] . We compare these four machine learning (i.e., SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost) with our three approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM) to analyze the effectiveness of traditional machine learning approaches and deep learning approaches in duplicate question detection tasks.
• Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are also compared with four baseline approaches (i.e., DupPredictor [3], Dupe [2], DupPredictorRep-T [4], and DupeRep [4]) and three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN [12], DQ-RNN [12], and DQ-LSTM [12]), respectively. Results show that our approaches have good improvements on duplicate question detection in Stack
Overflow.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces background knowledge. Section III details our three approaches used to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. We report the evaluation results in Section IV. The threats to validity are discussed in Section V, and related works are introduced in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe four necessary background knowledge. There are duplicate questions, deep learning, word embedding, and data collection respectively.
A. DUPLICATE QUESTIONS
Stack Overflow is one of the most popular CQA based on the software programming. Stack Overflow has more than 18 million questions, 28 million answers, 76 million comments and 56,000 tags as of October 2019. In Stack Overflow, each question contains many attributes, such as ID, title, body, tags, creationDate, closedDate, etc. Although users are reminded to search for the forum before creating a new question, duplicate questions frequently appear in Stack Overflow. Duplicate questions refer to questions that were previously created and answered in Stack Overflow. In order to reduce the number of duplicate questions, the users with high reputation are encouraged to manually mark duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Generally, if two questions are duplicates, one of them will be marked as a nonmaster question (duplicate question) and closed. The other question will be marked as a master question. Moreover, a pair of duplicate questions consists of a master question and a nonmaster question. In a pair of duplicate questions, the older question that is created is called the master question, and the recent question that is created is considered as the nonmaster question. Fig.1 is an example of a duplicate question pair manually marked by a user with high reputation. The duplicate question pair includes a master question with ID 918449 and a nonmaster question with ID 9490456. We can see that the title, body, and tags of a nonmaster question are identical to its master question. These two questions are all about solving the problem of ''Ruby's Unary * Operator''. The user with high reputation in Stack Overflow manually marks a nonmaster question as a duplicate question of the corresponding master question [2] . The title of each duplicate question is marked with ''[duplicate]'', and all duplicate questions are closed by users with high reputation. Therefore, we extract the duplicate questions based on the ''[duplicate]'' marked in title of each question.
B. DEEP LEARNING
The deep learning is an increasingly popular technique and has been widely applied in different domain tasks, such as natural language processing tasks and software engineering tasks. Various deep learning models have been proposed, and they can identify hidden patterns, underlying dynamics and semantic information of data by self-learning processing. For example, there are three popular deep learning models that are CNN [15] , RNN [16] , and LSTM [17] respectively. They are widely used to solve the natural language processing tasks such as text classification [5] , and sentiment analysis [6] , etc. They are also used to solve some software engineering tasks, such as code clone detection [7] , bug reports detection [8] , predict semantically linkable knowledge [9] , and software defect prediction [10] . CNN is a feed-forward multilayer neural network consisting of one or more convolutional and subsampled layers with fully connected layers optionally. CNN has significantly improved over traditional natural language processing techniques in the task of sentence classification and sentiment analysis [8] . RNN is an effective architecture for sequence learning tasks in which the data is highly correlated along a single axis. RNN has been successfully used for various tasks, such as language modeling and learning word embedding [9] . Moreover, LSTM can solve a large number of tasks that were not solved by previous learning algorithms for RNN [10] . As more and more researchers believe that deep learning is superior to the traditional techniques for solving software engineering problems [22] . Therefore, we explore three deep learning approaches based on above three popular deep learning models to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow.
C. WORD EMBEDDING
Word Embedding 4 is the collective name for a set of language modeling and feature learning techniques in natural language processing where words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers. Some previous works on word embedding includes Neural Network Language Model (NNLM) [23] , [24] , Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [25] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [26] , etc. Recently, Word2Vec is widely used to learn word embedding and can translate a word into a numerical vector [13] . In particular, Word2Vec can fully capture the word-level semantics. Word2vec includes Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) architecture and Skip-gram architecture. CBOW and Skipgram architectures are used to calculate the vector representations of words, which not only improve the quality of word vectors but also reduce the computational complexity. 5 Thus, in our work, we use Word2Vec to obtain the vector representations of words, and CBOW architecture is used to learn high-quality word vectors.
D. DATA COLLECTION
The data of Stack Overflow are publicly available datasets provided by Creative Commons Data Dump Service. 6 At first, all questions created from August 2008 to September 2014 in Stack Overflow are collected. Secondly, we extract all nonmaster questions that are closed as duplicate questions and appended ''[duplicate]'' to their titles from these questions. Thirdly, in order to obtain their master questions that these nonmaster questions are linked, we check the LinkTypeId of the postslinks table to identify them. Finally, we collect 134,261 nonmaster questions and 88,476 master questions. As previous work [4] , we extract the questions of six different question groups tagged with Java, Html, Python, C++, Ruby, and Objective-C respectively. The textual content of each question contains the title, body, and tags. Moreover, according to previous work [4] , the question pairs based on the datasets of these six different question groups are created as our experimental datasets. 
III. APPROACH
In this section, three deep learning approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM are constructed to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow. At first, we introduce the overall framework of our approaches in detail. Then, we describe the problem formation and word embedding. Finally, WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM are elaborated respectively.
A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK
As shown in Fig. 2 , the overall framework of our approaches consists of two phases, which are model training phase and model prediction phase respectively.
In the model training phase, our framework first collects historical questions from Stack Overflow. Then, the questions are preprocessed (Step 1). In the preprocessing step, we first extract the title, body and tags of each question. Next, we remove stop words and preform stemming for the title and the question vector pairs are fed into the trained deep learning models to classify and obtain the probability distribution of all duplicate question pairs (Step 10). Finally, a rank list of top K duplicate question pairs is obtained by using highest probability ranking (Step 11).
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND WORD EMBEDDING
Given a question q i , the attributes of q i contains an identifier id, a body b, a title t, a set of tags T , etc. We suppose that the title t, body b and a set of tags T are used as the description d i of q i . Similarly, d j denotes the description of a question q j . We then build a question pair r ij by combining q i and q j .
Word embedding is utilized to convert tokenized words into real-valued feature vectors [27] . Word2Vec is widely used to learn word embedding and it can fully capture the word-level semantics. To fully capture the word-level semantics, we use Word2Vec to obtain word vector representations of each question pair. The word vector representations of each question pair will be used as input of the deep learning models. We assume that each question pair consists the content of titles, bodies, and tags. For a given question pair r ij , the text sequence is respected as {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m }. m is the length of r ij . Let x i ∈ R n be the n-dimensional word vector corresponding to the ith word in r ij . The word vector of r ij is represented as follows:
where ⊕ is the concatenation operator and x i:i+j refers to the concatenation of words x i , x j , · · · , x i+j . It can be represented by a m × n matrix.
C. WV-CNN
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [15] are proven to be effective for the natural language processing. We construct a WV-CNN approach based on Word2Vec and CNN to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. In text classification, each question pair is represented as a matrix. The input layer consists of a matrix, and each row in the matrix is the vector representation of a word. In the convolution layer, multiple filters slide over the rows of matrices. Then, the max value in each filter is extracted by the max pooling layer. The output layer is a softmax classifier. Fig. 3 illustrates all the steps of a Convolutional Neural Network.
Given a question pair r ij , let x 1:m be the word vector representations of r ij . A convolution filter w uses a region of k words to produce a new feature. For instance, a feature f i is generated from a region of words x i:i+k−1 , and it is defined as follows:
where tanh is a non-linear hyperbolic tangent function, and b ∈ R is a bias term. As one filter can produce one feature, multiple features are obtained by multiple filters with different region sizes. These filters are applied to each possible region of words to produce a feature map. A feature map c is defined as follows:
where c ∈ R m−k+1 . A 1-max pooling operation is applied to the feature map and the maximum value c is obtained by c = max{c} as the feature. Then, the multiple features z are obtained by each feature, namely z = |c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c e |.
The probability distribution P c of a given question pair r ij is calculated by the softmax function. P c is defined as follows:
where U is a weight vector, and B is a bias term.
A rank list of top K duplicate question pairs is obtained by highest probability ranking and is used to detect whether there is a duplicate question pair consisting of a given question and its master question.
D. WV-RNN
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [16] are suited for processing sequential text data in natural language processing tasks. We construct a WV-RNN approach based on Word2Vec and RNN for solving the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow. Given a question pair r ij , the n-dimensional word vector x i corresponding to the ith word in r ij is denoted as x i ∈ R n . RNN consist of the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. RNN are able to process a text sequence of arbitrary length by recursively applying a transition function to its internal hidden state vector h i of the input sequence. The architecture of a Recurrent Neural Network is shown in Fig. 4 . The hidden state h i at the current time step i is calculated by the current input x i and the previous hidden state h t−1 . If i is 0, then h i is equal to 0; otherwise, h i is defined as follows:
where Relu is a rectified linear function [29] , and E is a weight vector, and L is a weight parameter, and b denotes a bias term. Thus, the hidden state h m at the last step m is obtained by (5) . WV-RNN has a fully connected layer followed by a softmax non-linear layer that is used to predict the probability distribution P r of r ij . P r is defined as follows:
To determine whether a duplicate question pair consists of a given question and a master question, a rank list of top K duplicate question pairs with the highest probability ranking is obtained.
E. WV-LSTM
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [17] is a variant of RNN that is well suitable for processing sequential data. On the basis of RNN, LSTM introduces a gating mechanism to preserve long-term data dependencies on the basis of RNN. A WV-LSTM approach is constructed, which is based on Word2Vec and LSTM, to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow.
LSTM reads one element of a sequence at each time step t like RNN and calculates the output l t by the input x t and the previous output l t−1 . Fig. 5 shows the architecture of a typical LSTM cell. The cell state c t of LSTM is controlled by three gates, which are a forget gate f t , an input gate g t , and an output gate o t respectively. Each gate uses a sigmoid function σ (y) = 1/(1 + e y ). The input of each gate is determined by the input of the current time step x t and the output of the last time step l t−1 . Finally, the output l t is computed by the cell state c t and the output gate o t . They are defined by as follows:
where W is the weight vector, and b is the bias term, and tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function. WV-LSTM uses a softmax function to predict the probability distribution for each question pair. The probability distribution P l of r ij is defined as follows:
A rank list of the top K duplicate question pairs with the highest probability ranking is obtained, which is utilized to determine whether the master question of a given new question is detected.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches. In particular, we focus on three research questions (RQ):
RQ1: Which of our three approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM) is superior to the four baseline approaches (i.e., DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T, and DupeRep) for solving the problem of duplicate question detection?
Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM, which are different from four baseline approaches DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T, and DupeRep. The answer to this research question will indicate whether any of our three deep learning approaches can improve the effectiveness of duplicate question detection.
RQ2: Which of our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM outperforms the four different machine learning approaches SVM, LR, RF and Xgboost in the duplicate question detection tasks?
Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM, which are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM, are used to detect duplicate questions. As in our previous work [12] , four different popular machine learning approaches are chosen to detect duplicate questions and compare them with our approaches. The chosen four machine learning approaches are SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost respectively. The answer to this research question will demonstrate whether any of our three approaches are more effective than four machine learning approaches.
RQ3: Which of our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM is better than DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN and DQ-LSTM for detecting duplicate questions.
Our three approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM) are built based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM to detect duplicate questions. In our previous work [12] , DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN and DQ-LSTM are constructed based on CNN, RNN and LSTM to detect duplicate questions. DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN and DQ-LSTM are compared with our approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM. The answer to this research question will analyze whether our approaches can further improve the effectiveness of duplicate question detection.
A. DATASETS AND SETUP
Stack Overflow is a popular CQA website dedicated to software programming. The questions from Stack Overflow are collected as our experimental data. According to the data collection in Section II, 134,261 nonmaster questions and 88,476 master questions that are created from August 2008 to September 2014 in Stack Overflow are first extracted. Based on these questions, we collect the questions of six different question groups tagged with Java, Html, Python, C++, Ruby, and Objective-C respectively, as in previous work [4] . Then, duplicate question pairs and nonduplicate question pairs of six different question groups are built respectively. The datasets of six different question groups are shown in Table 1 . 
B. EVALUATION METRIC
To evaluate the performance of the compared approaches, recall − rate@k was used in previous works [2] - [4] . And k is set to 5, 10, and 20 respectively. Thus, we also use these three metrics to evaluate our experimental results. The recall − rate@k is defined as follows:
where N k is the total number of duplicate questions that have their corresponding master questions in the list of top K questions, and N all is the total number of duplicate questions in our test data. The recall − rate@k is used to measure the percentage of duplicate questions that successfully detected the master questions in the list. According to previous work [30] , test-retest reliability is used to evaluate the reliability of experimental results, and the Pearson correlation coefficient is used to measure the strength of correlation between the results obtained by performing the same experiment twice. ρ X ,Y is presented as the Pearson correlation coefficient, which is defined as:
where N all is the total number of duplicate questions in our test data, and X i is the prediction value of the i-th duplicate question in experimental results of the first group, andX is mean value in experimental results of the first group (i.e.,X = X i /N all ), and Y i is the prediction value of the i-th duplicate question in experimental results of the second group, andȲ is mean value in experimental results of the second group (i.e.,Ȳ = Y i /N all ). If 0.9 ≤ ρ X ,Y ≤ 1, the results have excellent reliability. If 0.8 ≤ ρ X ,Y < 0.9, the results have good reliability. If 0.7 ≤ ρ X ,Y < 0.8, the results have acceptable reliability. If 0.6 ≤ ρ X ,Y < 0.7, the results have questionable reliability. If 0.5 ≤ ρ X ,Y < 0.6, the results have poor reliability. If ρ X ,Y < 0.5, the results have unacceptable reliability.
C. BASELINE APPROACHES
In order to evaluate the performance of our approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM), we describe the baseline approaches as follows:
DupPredictor: Previous work [3] proposed a DupPredictor approach to automatically detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, which took a new question as input and detected potential duplicate questions of this question by considering multiple factors. They considered four factors that are the similarity scores of topics, titles, descriptions and tags. They first calculated similarity score between topics of each question pair by using a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model. Then, the similarity score between titles of each question pair is computed by common words that they share. Next, the similarity score between descriptions of each question pair and the similarity score between tags of each question pair are calculated in the same way. Finally, they obtained a new similarity score by combining the similarity scores of the above four factors to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow.
Dupe: Previous work [2] proposed a Dupe approach to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow, which combined five features obtained through the question pairs. These five features consisted of cosine similarity value, term overlap, entity overlap, entity type overlap, and WordNet similarity respectively. They first obtained the cosine similarity that calculates the cosine of the angle between a pair of questions based on the vector space model. Then, the term overlap was computed by using the textual similarity function. Next, they used the Jaccard coefficient to calculate entity overlap. In addition, entity type overlap was obtained by the overlapping of entities' types. Finally, the WordNet similarity was calculated by WS4J.
DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep: Previous work [4] proposed two reproduction approaches based on DupPredictor [3] and Dupe [2] , namely DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep. DupPredictorRep-T was a reproduction approach of DupPredictor that did not consider the topic factor. They publicly provided a replication package so that other researchers could repeat, improve, or refute their results.
D. RESULTS
In this section, We first illustrate experimental results of compared baseline approaches and our approaches based on the datasets of the six different question groups. Next, we compare our approaches with four different popular machine learning approaches to analyze the effectiveness of our approaches. Finally, our approaches are compared with three deep learning approaches to illustrate the effectiveness of our approaches in the duplicate question detection tasks.
1) COMPARISON WITH BASELINE APPROACHES
Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are built based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches, four baseline approaches DupPredictor [3] , Dupe [2] , DupPredictorRep-T [4] and DupeRep [4] are used to compare with our approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM). Table 2 shows the experimental results of baseline approaches and our approaches in six different question groups. In Table 2 , we use bold font to mark the best experimental results of six different question groups. ''DupPredictorRep-T + Tag'' means that DupPredictorRep-T is evaluated by the datasets of six different question groups tagged with Java, Html, Python, C++, Ruby, and Objective-C. We observe from the results of six different question groups that our approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM outperform DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10. The reason is that our approaches fully capture word-level and document-level semantic information of each question pair. The experimental results show that our approaches WV-CNN and WV-LSTM are obviously better than DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. For example, in the Java question group, Dupe achieves recall-rate@5 of 38.25% whereas WV-CNN achieves recall-rate@5 of 81.27%, an increase of 112.47%. Similarity, we can see that WV-CNN has better results than baseline approaches in the C++, Python, Html and Objective-C question groups. Moreover, the results form six different question groups show that WV-RNN has a good improvement over DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20, except for the Ruby and Objective-C question groups. Therefore, our approaches are more effective than baseline approaches to the duplicate question detection tasks in Stack Overflow.
RQ1:
The experimental results from six different question groups show that WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM, are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM, outperform the four baseline approaches (i.e., DupPredictor, Dupe, DupPredictorRep-T and DupeRep) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10.
2) COMPARISON WITH MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES
Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM and are used to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are compared with four different machine learning approaches (i.e., SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost) to evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches in duplicate question detection tasks.
The experimental results of four machine learning approaches (i.e., SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost) and our three approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM) are shown in Table 3 . For six different question groups, the experimental results show that WV-CNN and WV-LSTM are obviously better than SVM, LR, RF and Xgboost in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. In Table 3 , we mark the best experimental results of six different question groups by using bold fold. Moreover, in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20, the results from six different question groups indicate that WV-RNN has better performance than SVM, LR, RF and Xgboost. For example, in the C++ question group, Xgboost achieves recall-rate@5 of 52.76% whereas WV-LSTM achieves recall-rate@5 of 80.15%, an increase of 51.92%. Therefore, the experimental results from six different question groups demonstrate that our approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM) are superior to four machine learning approaches (i.e., SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20.
RQ2:
The experimental results illustrate that WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM, which are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM, outperform the four machine learning approaches SVM, LR, RF and Xgboost for six different question groups in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20.
3) COMPARISON WITH DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES
Our three approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM that are based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM are used to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Due to Word2Vec can fully capture the semantic information at word-level, we use Word2Vec to obtain the word vector representations of each question pair in our approaches. To demonstrate the effectiveness of using Word2Vec in our approaches, three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN, and DQ-LSTM) are used to compare with our three approaches (i.e., WV-CNN, WV-RNN, and WV-LSTM).
The experimental results of three deep learning approaches and our approaches are shown in Table 4 . In Table 4 , the best experimental results of six different question groups are marked by using bold font. From this table, we can also observe from the results of six different question groups that WV-CNN and WV-LSTM have good improvements over DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN and DQ-LSTM in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. For instance, in the Python question group, DQ-LSTM achieves recall-rate@20 of 57.04% whereas WV-LSTM achieves recall-rate@20 of 80.01%, an increase of 40.97%. We can also see that WV-LSTM has similar results for other question groups tagged with Java, C++, Ruby, Html, and Objective-C. Furthermore, the experimental results from six different question groups show that our approach WV-RNN outperforms DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN and DQ-LSTM in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20, except for the C++ and Objective-C question groups. We find that wordlevel semantics obtained by using Word2Vec are especially useful for detecting duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Therefore, our approaches are effective for duplicate question detection tasks in Stack Overflow.
Furthermore, we use the test-retest reliability approach to evaluate the reliability of our results. We repeat two tests for our three approaches and compare the effects of the two tests. The evaluation results of reliability are shown in Table 5 . From Table 5 , we can see that the values of Pearson correlation coefficient from six different question groups are greater than 0.8, which shows that our experimental results have good reliability. In particular, the values of Pearson correlation coefficient of our approaches are greater than 0.9 in most cases. This suggests that the most of experimental results of our approaches have the excellent reliability. 
RQ3:
The experimental results from six different question groups demonstrate that WV-CNN and WV-LSTM, which are based on Word2Vec, CNN and LSTM, are better than three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN, and DQ-LSTM) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are several threats that may potentially affect the validity of our experiments. In this section, we introduce the threats to validity of our experiments and how we alleviate these threats.
A. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
The construct validity refers to the correct identification of measures used in the measurement procedure. The recall-rate@k metric is used to evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches on the duplicate question detection tasks, and this metric has also been utilized to detect the effectiveness of duplicate questions in previous works [2] - [4] . Therefore, we believe that there is little threat to construct validity.
B. INTERNAL VALIDITY
The internal validity refers to experimenter bias and errors in our experiments. We analyze the datasets of six different question groups, and all datasets are collected from Stack Overflow. We have double checked our experimental data and evaluate reliability of our results by using test-retest reliability approach. Moreover, the datasets of the six different question groups are also used in previous work [2] , [4] .
C. EXTERNAL VALIDITY
Our approaches are evaluated by the real data in Stack Overflow, which may not guarantee the generalization of VOLUME 8, 2020 our approaches. To alleviate this threat, we use the datasets of six different question groups based on six different popular programming languages as our experiment data. In future work, our approaches will be applied to other CQA websites.
VI. RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe previous studies related to our work, which include duplicate question detection and duplicate bug reports detection.
A. DUPLICATE QUESTION DETECTION
There are some duplicate question detection approaches that have been proposed [2] - [4] , [27] , [31] - [33] . Manku [3] and Dupe [2] to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Different from the above approaches, our approaches are based on three different deep learning techniques and Word2Vec to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, which can fully capture the document-level and word-level semantic information respectively.
B. DUPLICATE BUG REPORTS DETECTION
Some previous studies are proposed on duplicate bug reports detection [8] , [34] - [38] . Runeson et al. developed a prototype tool by natural language processing techniques to automatically detect duplicate bug reports [34] . Wang et al. proposed an approach based on natural language information and execution information to detect duplicate bug reports [35] . Sun et al. used the discriminative models for information retrieval to detect duplicate bug reports [36] . Sun et al. proposed an approach by extending BM25F to retrieve the duplicate bug reports, and also presented a retrieval function (REP) to evaluate the similarity between two bug reports [37] . Yang et al. proposed an approach based on a traditional information retrieval technique and a word embedding technique to recommend similar bugs [38] . This approach consists of four factors, namely titles, descriptions, product information, and component information. Xie et al. explored the use of word embedding and CNN to compute the similarity between the pairs bug report and to identify possible duplicate bug reports [8] . However, these approaches focus on the problem of duplicate bug reports detection. Different from the above approaches, our approaches are used to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the widespread application of deep learning, we explore the use of deep learning techniques and Word2Vec to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. Three different deep learning techniques are considered to solve the problem of duplicate question detection in Stack Overflow, such as CNN, RNN, and LSTM. Moreover, Word2Vec is used to obtain the vector representations of words. In this paper, three deep leaning approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM are built based on Word2Vec, CNN, RNN and LSTM to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow. They can fully capture the word-level and document-level semantic information of each question pair in Stack Overflow. The experimental results from six different question groups show that our approaches WV-CNN and WV-LSTM are obviously better than four baseline approaches (i.e, DupPredictor, Dupe, DupePredictorRep-T, and DupeRep) and four machine learning approaches (i.e., SVM, LR, RF, and Xgboost) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. Furthermore, the results of six different question groups indicate that our approaches WV-CNN, WV-RNN and WV-LSTM have good improvements over three deep learning approaches (i.e., DQ-CNN, DQ-RNN, and DQ-LSTM) in terms of recall-rate@5, recall-rate@10 and recall-rate@20. 
